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elcome to the August 2021 editon #28 of Viewties!

In this issue, we allow you to express freely in the field you are most passionate
about with two features that will surprise you as you read their stories. We have
one of the stars from the new BBC One series ‘Vigil’ speaking all about her role
and the joy of embodying such a meaningful character to her. Then we have an
artist who opens up about arts and explains to us why this practice is so
important and what defines him. So, inspire yourself to be YOU, try different
things and never put aside what you enjoy doing.
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Vigil.

a

nother gripping show is soon to air in BBC One, a fictional six-part

series written and created by Bafta-nominated writer Tom Edge, with
episodes by Ed Macdonald and Chandni Lakhani. It is directed by
Bafta-winner James Strong, and Isabelle Sieb.
Vigil is about the mysterious disappearance of a Scottish fishing
trawler and a death on-board the submarine HMS Vigil bring the police
into conflict with the Navy and British security services. DCI Amy
Silva (Suranne Jones) and DS Kirsten Longacre (Rose Leslie) lead
an investigation on land and at sea into a conspiracy that goes
to the very heart of Britain’s national security.
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Vigil’s stellar ensemble cast also features Shaun Evans, Martin
Compston and Paterson Joseph, Anjli Mohindra, Connor Swindells,
Adam James, Gary Lewis, Stephen Dillane, Lolita Chakrabarti,
Daniel Portman, Lorne MacFadyen and Lauren Lyle.
Viewties caught up with one of the stars of Vigil to discuss all about
this thrilling show. Guess who by reading next ->
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LL
T he Scottish actor Lauren Lyle, who is best known for playing

fan favourite high spirited Marsali Fraser for the last 4 seasons of the
phenomenally popular TV series Outlander, stars in six-part thriller Vigil
from World Productions for BBC One.
She also recently starred alongside Sean Bean in Jimmy McGovern’s BAFTA
award winning BBC drama Broken and, on the big screen, she most recently
featured in Tell It To The Bees with Anna Paquin and Holiday Grainger, a film
that was picked as part of the Great Eight at Cannes Film Festival and
premiered at Toronto International Film Festival.
In a pause from the set where she’s filming the title role in ITV's
new drama Karen Pirie in Scotland, Viewties caught up with Lauren to chat
about the joy that embodying Jade Antoniak in Vigil means to her. We also
discovered her passion for art and paintings, along with her desire
to try Argentinian dulce de leche.
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Jade in Vigil's world
is entirely unlike mine
and she navigates in
a very different way.

V: You got your big role in
Starz series Outlander, how
was it for you to audition again
after that experience? Is it like
starting over or is it easier to
cast for new roles now?
Lauren - Every new role is a
new experience and character so
I take each one with a fresh eye. After
Outlander more people knew my
work but I would say when a meeting
comes in I have to approach the
project differently each time
depending on who I am being asked
to portray, the director, the style of
the piece. Some come with more ease
than others and that's the whole fun
creative process of the job!

V: Is there a specific kind of
role that fascinates you more
than others?
Lauren - I love a contradiction in
a part. You're often told as an actor
that you'll play something possibly
quite close to yourself to start with
which I think can be true. At the
moment I'm getting really excited
about going against that and playing
parts that seem very unlike my natural
state. I love that Marsali in Outlander
looks nothing like me in real life, and
Jade in Vigil's world is entirely unlike
mine and she navigates in a very
different way.
V: So, what initially attracted you
to getting involved in Vigil?
Lauren - I was gripped by scripts.
Dark, tense and fast moving. Jade
was a part totally unlike what I had
done before and a dramatic challenge.
Having previously done a lot of theatre, a period drama and independent
film I was craving this form of modern
thriller. I loved the team behind it and
of course working with an iconic cast
and crew all at the top of their game.
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V: The trailer is pretty tense
and gripping! Can you tell us a
little bit about your character?
Is there anything about her that
has resonated with you?
Lauren - Jade Antoniak holds
a lot of secrets. She lives in the
peace camp next to the navalbase
protesting nuclear weapons/their
work. Jade is entangled in the
major events in the series and
has to fight her way in this world
with very little support. I often
had quite a lot of solo work
within my storyline which was
a cool thing to explore with our
director and how to build that
quiet drama into the story.
Jade's bravery is unparalleled
and her grit is balanced with severe vulnerability which is something I massively admired.
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V: What was your approach
to the role?
Lauren - I like a good backstory
and did loads of research into
various peace camps around the
world, nuclear weapons and our
trident system. All things Jade
would be very well versed in.
I mapped out where Jade landed
in the series as a whole. Who she
connected with, even if sometimes only briefly, and how massive an impact that could have
elsewhere in the story. I also love
shoes. Shoes are really important
when it comes to a part. I loved
her boots and big parka jacket.
It really dictated how I decided
to move/hide/feel.
V: Any challenging aspect from
your character or a scene that
was particularly taxing for you?
Lauren - All I'll say is Scotland,
November, open water.
V: The series is set and
filmed in Scotland, as you
are Scottish, what do you
miss from your country when
you’re working abroad?
Lauren - The people. They are
just unmatched. The dry wit and
sense of humour you can't get
anywhere else and the collective
ease everyone Scottish has in
showing it off. I'm so proud to be
Scottish and find it so funny when
you meet anyone else Scottish
outside of Scotland they become
your immediate best pal.

V: You’re currently working
again in Scotland, are you able
to share something about filming
for the upcoming ITV’s new
drama Karen Pirie?
Lauren - I can't say much about
Karen Pirie yet but it really has
been a dream from start to finish.
From the moment they asked me to
play KP, to the pub last week with
Emer Kenny, the writer of the show,
whom I forged an incredible creative
relationship with. The show is dark,
fresh and at times even funny made
in the most creative, supportive
environment with some of the best
in the business.
V: You said that you realized
that you could pursue acting
as a career when you moved to
London, but before deciding it,
did you have another plan of
what to do professionally?
Lauren - I almost went to art
school to study painting and fine
art. Or university to do psychology.
I still paint and since leaving high
school have asked my psychology
teacher to send me some papers to
read as I'm still very into it.

I almost went to
art school to study
painting and fine art.

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I’m curious
to ask you if you have ever seen
or experienced any type of
art/culture from Argentina?
Lauren - My Spanish teacher in school
was Argentinian and she was a legend.
I would love to visit sometime and try
some local dulce de leche which is
obviously nectar of the gods.

Vigil begins at 9pm on Sunday 29 August on BBC One
and BBC iPlayer, with episode two airing at 9pm on the
Bank Holiday Monday, 30 August. Vigil will then continue
weekly each Sunday at 9pm on BBC One and BBC iPlayer.
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Actor and writer Callum McGowan encourages us to be freely creative, in terms of

storytelling. Even when he identifies himself best as an actor, he finds comfort as a
writer bringing to life beautiful stories to relate to. At least this is what I got from
the time I first saw his job as a writer and an actor in Will Akbar’s short film
‘Foolie Marty Me’, that keeps achieving recognition across film festivals.
Known for playing roles such as Vinny Petrolini in Instrument of War, Brian in
Kat and the Band and Tim Guarisco in It Came from the Desert, Callum’s approach
is always sensitive and dedicated. With some projects in the pipeline, he will soon
appear in Kensal Town with a character that he promises to be one that will
allow us to see him as we never have seen him before.
In conversation with Viewties, Callum takes time from the set where he’s
filming to chat all about his upcoming projects, as well as to share his
beautiful thoughts on the arts.
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V: Before getting started to dig
into your career, I would like to
know a little bit more about your
background and ask about what
made you pursue a career as an
actor. How did you realize that
you had a talent for acting?
Callum - Acting and stories were
always things that I enjoyed growing
up but it was my brother who made
the conscious decision early on that
acting was a world he wanted to
investigate and be a part of. I’ve
always looked up to him and still do,
he’s my bloody hero, so it’s no real
surprise that I’m still following his
lead after all these years.
V: Has the decision to become
an actor change your life in
some aspects?
Callum - For the last ten, twelve
years its what’s defined me really.
There’s an attraction to the work,
I find, in that there’s lots of never
knowing what will happen next.
It’s exciting and there’s definitely
a type of freedom in that. On the
flip side it can build, and those
uncertainties can sometimes spiral
into anxieties. Will I achieve this?
Will I be successful? Can I sustain
and support myself? I’m still trying
to find that happy balance, but then
again, I think we all are, right?
V: I remember the first time
I saw you performing was in the
very well received short film Folie
Marty Me, which apart from acting in it, you also wrote it. It’s a
beautiful and sensitive portrayal
of sibling love. Was this based on
a personal experience or why did
you feel it was important to tell
this story?
Callum - People say you should ...

I’m still trying to find that
happy balance, but then again,
I think we all are, right?

only write what you know etc
and that, to me, is a load of rubbish.
I think you can write wherever your
empathy lies. Of course, in terms of
Foley and everything I write really, I
use what is personal to me, my family,
memory, my own experiences because
it’s me who’s writing it, it’s going to
be personal - but I can also imagine
what that particular pain could be
and explore it. The problem comes
in writing when you create what you
think will be successful. Best advice
I was given - Write what you want to
see. And I promise you won’t be the
only one who likes it. As long as it
reso-nates and makes me feel
something, who cares if it’s true?
Especially when you add magic
or the supernatural - we can’t limit
each other or claim ownership of
this or that. We use the unknown or
heightened circumstance to better
explain ourselves or sometimes,
we use it when we can’t.
With Folie, it came about when Rosie
and I spoke about making a project
together. I was watching this, Penn &
Teller piece on TV and from that grew
the idea of a magician and performing
the ultimate “last trick”. Traditionally
the trick we all want to know is, how
do we trick death? To see it, to not be
scared of it and embrace it even.
In Folie, Rosie’s character, Mel,
knows what’s happening isn’t real,
but chooses to believe it. And we do ...
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that all the time ourselves.
We invest emotionally in all things
and hold our disbelief, just like the
films we watch or the plays we see.
V: You have also written 3 other
short films and 6 plays, how has
creativity impacted your life as
an actor and writer?
Callum - I never set out to be a
“filmmaker” or “playwright” really.
Will and I created 1142 Productions
out of our desire to learn more.
It was always, first and foremost, a
vehicle for us to test ideas, challenge
and express ourselves. We love film
and we always want to learn and
find something new.
It is Will who really drags the work
we do out in the open. The dude
has this uncanny, unmatched desire
within himself to push, not just his
own work but all of those around
him. It’s a very rare thing to have
that creative partnership with someone. If I jump, he’s only asking,
how high? Honestly, it’s a huge
bonus that the work we’ve created
so far has connected and people
have resonated with it and its great
we’ve done it together.
In terms of the impact on myself,
it’s afforded me to the opportunity
to work with some incredible people. It’s a very odd and gratifying
experience when you see awesomely talented people give a physical
manifestation of an idea you had
months ago, sitting on the sofa
and eating crisps. It’s mad really.
V: You have debuted as a director
with the short film Raw! How was
the transition for you from being
an actor to a director?
Callum - I definitely wouldn’t
consider myself a director. It was
a short film of the original play I
wrote the year before. Cue my ego ..
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Callum McGowan
in Deep Blue Sea.

It’s always about working
together to turn that page into
a moving, living thing.

thinking that I could direct it.
I enjoyed working on Raw! but during
and after the experience, it was clear
that unfortunately, I didn’t have that skill.
That’s unfortunate for me but good
for everyone else, I think.
V: What do you think is the most
important quality in a film director?
Callum - I think it’s about trust and giving permission for the work to turn on its
head and move in different directions. If
we’re all willing to try something new;
the chance to discover something we
never thought about can happen. Nothing
can be binary, there’s no right or wrong
in the work so let’s not treat it that way.
And from a writing point of view, the
work only gets better when it’s taken
from you. Everyone in the room takes it on
and adds something, it manifests and
changes it into something far better.

V: Also, what about the importance of communication when
you’re rehearsing a scene with
your castmates or the atmosphere
on set with the rest of the people
involved in the production.
Callum - Having a positive working
environment on any work, whether
that’s acting or anything else is
important, right?. On set, you’ve got
so many people working and we’re
all working to create the same thing.
Sharing that common goal means
we’re invested and if we do it together,
it lifts everything up - because we care.
V: As you are involved in almost
every aspect of filmmaking, writing,
producing, acting, or directing,
which one do you feel you enjoy the
most doing? Or do you feel that each
of them complements the other?
Callum - Acting is what I enjoy
the most definitely. It’s always been
where I’ve felt most comfortable,
where I can be more useful. And
though I see writing and acting
differently, they definitely complement each other. With acting it’s an
environment where I have license to
present a character that I live in and
embody. It’s not “the method” or
anything like that, it’s more, dressing
up. Costumes, make up, sets, giving
myself over to the work - being a big
kid and losing your inhibition and
living there, being open and playing.
And the work is shared! it’s not just my
own work or the scene, its every-one
else’s. Sharing with everyone whose
there from the minute you
get there. MU, costume, runners, the
director, the scene partner(s) DOP etc.
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I love that machine that’s created.
And it’s always about working
together to turn that page into a
moving, living thing. That
collective work. It’s a high and I
guess that explains why so many
people want to be a part of it.
And then, with writing, it’s really
just a lot of procrastinating on my
own. Writing a million words that
you hate just to find that one single
sentence. It’s mostly torture, my
own self-flagellation kinda - and
putting it that way, it’s weird that
I enjoy it so much. It’s an insular
way of working and I wish I could
explain it better. I guess, it gives
me permission to ask questions
I’m too scared to voice out-loud.
Whether that be about myself or
how I see things.
V: Let’s talk about the time you
were in Instrument of War, your
American accent is amazing! I
felt you were enjoying it so much.
I felt like you were waiting for
that moment to happen. What’s
fun about making different
accents and working abroad?
Callum - I think you just said it.
Working abroad and experiencing
a new culture, the people, the
places. I’m incredibly lucky
to have been given those opportunities. With IOW it was a dream.
A great script, great character and
a fantastic group of actors, British,
German, American production
company. A huge mix, filming
in Lithuania for five weeks.
Matt Whitaker wrote a script
and character that I fell for straight
away, so to be given the chance
to be a part of it, fun doesn’t even
cut it. That film will always be
special to me, I was truly spoilt.
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Callum McGowan
in Deep Blue Sea.

V: Here in Viewties we are
all the time introducing and
sharing actors’ jobs from the
screen or voiceover projects, but
never really talked before about
actors acting in a video game like
you did in EAPlay's GRIDLegends,
can you share a little bit more
about that acting experience?
Callum - Its funny because going into
it you think it’ll be those lycra tight
onesies and shooting motion capture.
But with GRID the actors were shot in
full costume in front of these massive
screens. When the camera points to us,
we become three demential with the
background. It’s the same tech they
used on Manderlorian. I don’t think
I’ve got my head around it myself,
with how it all works. The trailers just
been released and its looks bloody
wicked. And the team involved from
Allen Leitch to everyone at Codemasters, they made the set so relaxed
and remedied our fears really quickly.
We rehearsed really intimately so the
focus wasn’t on the size of the set or the
game, but more the small moments that
define the narrative. And I got to play
Nathan McKane who’s such a famous
figure in the history of the game and
who means a lot to the fans of the series.
Fingers crossed I give him such
justice and we see him again soon!

V: I would love to invite
you to have another interview
with me again when it comes the
time to talk about these projects,
but for now can you speak any
more about the TV series
‘Kensal Town?’
Callum - Kensal Town is
this beautiful, manic, near absurdist brainchild of William Sarne,
the writer, creator and director of
the series. I’ve never worked on
anything like it and I don’t think I
will again. William’s brain doesn’t
know how to turn off, he’s constantly looking for ways to introduce a
new dy-namic to the work. Always
asking everyone on set how they feel,
does it work, what more can
we do? I read the initial six scripts
and was blown away and he’s always asking how it can be better,
always questioning and trying
new things.
The series is littered with true
stories reflecting the area of
Kensal and Wills own experiences.
The project is big and includes an
awesome cast, including non-actors
and actors such as Emily Carey,
Eric Robert’s and Saffron
Burrows. With Grime Daddy’s
Little D and P Money amongst
so many others.
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Callum McGowan
in Kensal Town

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I’m curious
to ask you if you have ever seen
or experienced any type of art
or culture from Argentina?
Callum - I must admit that my experience of Argentine culture is seriously lacking and for that I can only
apologise. Will Akbar is constantly
sending me films, pieces of music and
media to watch and listen to from all
around the world, including a lot of
South American work. I promise,
hand on heart that I’ll watch whatever
you (Viewties) recommend. I owe it
to you and it’ll annoy Will that I did
it for you and not him!
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